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r-COMPACT MAPS ON AN INTERVAL

AND FIXED POINTS
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Abstract. We characterize the F-compact continuous functions /: X -> X where

A" is a possibly-noncompact interval. The map fis called T-compact if the closed topo-

logical semigroup T(f) generated by fis compact, or equivalently, if every sequence

of iterates of/under functional composition (*) has a subsequence which converges

uniformly on compact subsets of X. For compact X the characterization is that the

set of fixed points of/*/is connected. If A-is noncompact an additional technical

condition is necessary. We also characterize those maps / for which iterates of

distinct orders agree (r(/) finite) and state a result on common fixed points of

commuting functions when one of the functions is T-compact.

Introduction. Let AT be a connected subset of the real line and let g be a map

(continuous function) from X into A'*, the closure of X. If we place on the set

C(X, X*) of such maps the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets

and let C(X, X) be the subspace of C(X, X*) consisting of those maps/for which

f(X)<=X, then C(X, X) is a topological semigroup under functional composition:

(f*g)(x)=f(8(x)):> that is, composition is associative and jointly continuous in

the given topology. (C(X, X*) is not a semigroup when X is not closed since

/* g is not defined at a point w for which g(w) e X*\X.) For/s C(X, X) we set

/1=/and/n+1=/*/n (the iterates off), and we define [6, p. 15]

0(f) = {/„ | n ^ 1} c C(X, X),       T(f) = 0(f)*.

Since limit functions under the given topology are continuous, we have r(/)c

C(X, X*), but T(/) is not a semigroup unless Y(f)<^C(X, X). We say that /is

T-compact if T(f) is a compact subset of C(X, X*). A map will be called pre-

compact if it satisfies certain conditions necessary for T-compactness ; when AT is

compact, for example, all maps are precompact. Our main result is:

Theorem. The map f is T-compact if and only iff2=f* /is precompact and the

fixed-point set J of f2 is connected.
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From this and other theorems we obtain conclusions on common fixed points

of commuting functions on an interval which parallel the results of Shields on

commuting analytic functions on the unit disk [12]. There seems to be a common

belief that Shields' work implies that commuting analytic functions on an interval

must have a common fixed point, but our theorems show that Shields' methods

applied to an interval give a different type of result. The question of whether

commuting analytic functions on an interval must have a common fixed point is

still undecided.

Some preliminaries. Throughout this paper A will denote a connected subset of

the real line; that is, a bounded or unbounded, open, closed, or half-open interval.

All maps will be from X into X or X*, and/will always denote a map such that

/(I)cJ. A subset of A will be called closed or open if it is closed or open relative

to X.

The following lemmas will be useful :

Lemma 1. These are equivalent:

(a) the map fis Y-compact;

(b) every sequence of iterates of f has a convergent subsequence; that is, a sub-

sequence which converges uniformly on each compact subset of X;

(c) the iterates of f are equicontinuous and uniformly bounded on each compact

subset of X;

(d) the iterates off are equicontinuous and bounded at each point of X.

Proof. By [4, Exercise 8.5], C(A, A*) is metrizable. Thus by [9, p. 138, Theorem

5], (a) and (b) are equivalent. By [9, p. 233, Theorem 17], (a) and (d) are equivalent.

Clearly (c) implies (d), while if the iterates off were not bounded on a compact set

C, we could find a sequence of integers {/„} and points {xn} in C such that {/¡„(xn)}

is unbounded; hence for a limit point x of {*„}, {/„(*)} would be unbounded,

contradicting (d). Thus (c) and (d) are equivalent.

Lemma 2. Let Y be a connected subset of X and let f be a map taking Y into itself

and having no fixed point in Y. Iffiy) > y for each y e Y, then the iterates off diverge

to infinity when Y is unbounded above and converge uniformly to the upper endpoint

of Y on compact subsets of Y when Y is bounded above. The analogous conclusion

holds when fiy) < y for each y e Y.

Proof. If fiy) >y, then for each y, {/„(j)} is a monotone increasing sequence

which diverges to infinity unless it is bounded above. Clearly the sequence cannot

be bounded if Y is unbounded above since / has no fixed point in Y, so the

iterates diverge at each y when Y is unbounded above. If Tis bounded above, then

it has an upper endpoint z0. To show that {/„} converges uniformly to z0 on compact

subsets of Y, let C be a compact subset of Y and let s > 0. Let D be a continuum in

T containing C and the point z0 — e/2. Since D is compact and/has no fixed point
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in Y, there is a S>0 such that f(y)^y+8 for y e D. If \D\ is the length of D and

7v*> \D\/o, then \fn(y)-z0\ <e when n>N and j e C, so {/„} converges uniformly

on C to the constant function with value z0. The proofs for f(y) <y are analogous.

Precompact maps. When X itself is compact, the criterion for r-compactness

of a map /will be seen to depend only on the connectedness of the fixed-point set

J off2=f*f When AT fails to be compact, however,/can jeopardize convergence

by misbehaving below or above J. Maps that behave in a "compact" manner there

will be called precompact. (The overlap of terminology with the "precompact"

operators of functional analysis is coincidental.)

Definition. (1) If/has a fixed point, then/is precompact if and only if (a) when

x is less than every fixed point of/ then/(.x)>x; and (b) when x is greater than

every fixed point of/ then f(x) < x.

(2) If / has no fixed point, then / is precompact if and only if either (a) X is

bounded above and f(x)>x for all x; or (b) X is bounded below andf(x)<x for

all x.

Figure 1 illustrates the concept of precompactness for maps having fixed points.

For this figure X=(0, 1), p and q are the least and greatest fixed points of/

respectively, and the behavior off on (0,/?) and (q, 1) determines whether or not/

is precompact. Requirement (La) is satisfied for xe(0, p), but for x e (q, 1) we

have/(je) > x, so/is not precompact. Note that if ^=(0, 1], then 1 would be the

greatest fixed point of/ so/would be precompact.

Figure 1 Figure 2

Lemma 3. For each n£l, withfn the nth iterate off,

(a) the map f has a fixed point if and only iffn has;

(b) if f has no fixed point, then f is precompact if and only iffn is.

Proof. Any fixed point of/is a fixed point of/n, while if/has no fixed point, then

the sequence {fn(x)} is monotone away from x. Thus fn(x) can never equal x
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(proving part (a)), and the graphs of/and/n must be on the same side of the

diagonal (above or below). Thus from the definition of precompact, the pre-

compactness of both/and/, depend on whether Ais bounded on that side.

Theorem 1. Iff has no fixed point, then f is T-compact if and only iff is pre-

compact. If f is Y-compact and has no fixed point, then T(f) = O(f) u g, where

gix) = z0 e X*\Xfor all x e X, and the iterates of fare distinct.

Proof. If/has no fixed point, then either fix)>x for all x or fix) <x for all x.

Suppose that f(x)>x. If/is precompact, then A" is bounded above, with upper

endpoint z0; define g by g(x) = z0 for all x. By Lemma 2 the iterates of/converge

uniformly to g, so every sequence of iterates of/for which n tends to infinity

converges to g. Thus Y(f) is compact and Y(f) = 0(f) u g. If/ is not precompact,

then A" is unbounded above, and by Lemma 2, the iterates off diverge. Thus Y(f)

is not compact. A similar argument holds if f(x) < x for all x. We see that z0 £ X,

otherwise it would be a fixed point of/. The iterates of/are distinct since {/„(x)}

is monotone for each x.

We note that g i C(A", A"), so Yif)<£CiX, X) when/is T-compact and has no

fixed point. However, if we let Y= X u z0 and define a function /' : Y-> Y by

/'=/on X and/Yz0) = z0, then/' is continuous at z0, T(/') is compact, and

r(/')cC(T, T), so IT/') is a compact semigroup.

Theorem 2. (a) If X is compact, then f is precompact ;

(b) iff2 is precompact, so isf;

(c) iff is Y-compact, then fand f2 are precompact.

Proof, (a) If X is compact, then X= [a, b], and / must have a fixed point. If

fia) = a, then there is no x less than each fixed point of/ while if fia) > a, then for

all x less than the least fixed point of/we have/(x)>x. The argument for points x

greater than the fixed points off is similar, so /is precompact.

(b) Lemma 3 applies iff has no fixed point. We thus assume that/has a fixed

point and is not precompact, and we wish to show that/2 is not precompact. Either

there is an x less than all the fixed points off for which f(x) < x, or there is an x

greater than all the fixed points off for which f(x)>x. The two cases are similar so

we consider only the latter. Then /must have a greatest fixed point q, andf(x)>x

for all x>q. But then f2(x) >f(x) > x for all x>q. Thus no x> q is a fixed point of

f2, so each x>q is greater than every fixed point of/2 and satisfies f2(x)>x. Thus

/2 is not precompact.

(c) Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 apply when /has no fixed point, so by part (b) it

suffices to show that Y(f) is not compact if/2 has fixed points but is not precompact.

If/2 is not precompact, then either f2(x)<x for some x less than every fixed point

of/2, or f2(x)>x for some x greater than every fixed point of/2. We assume the

latter case and denote by q the greatest fixed point of/2. Then/2(x) > x for all x > q.
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Let Y={x e X \ x>q}; then/2 maps Y into Y with no fixed point, so Lemma 2

applies. If X is unbounded above, then the iterates of f2 tend to infinity on Y, so

T(/) is not compact. If X has an upper endpoint z0, then the iterates of f2 converge

to z0 on Y, while f2n(q)=q for all n. Thus any limit function would be discon-

tinuous at q, and hence would not be a limit in the given topology. Thus in this case

also, T(/) is not compact. By symmetry, the same conclusion holds for the former

case, when /2(;c) < * for some x less than every fixed point of/2.

When T(/) is a semigroup. If T(/) is a compact semigroup, that is, if / is T-

compact and T(f)^C(X, X), then from [6, pp. 14-15] T(f) has a unique closed

minimal ideal M(T(f)) which is a group. We shall use the simpler notation

K(f) = M(Y(f)) of [13] and call K(f) the kernel. From [13], K(f) is the maximal

group contained in V(f), and T(f) = 0(f) u K(f). Since T(f) = 0(f)* and 0(f) is

abelian, T(/) is abelian and K(f) is an abelian group.

The next theorem, Theorem 3, describes the structure of T(/) for the most

interesting set of circumstances. In fact, Theorem 4 will show that Theorems 1 and

3 exhaust the possible structures of T(f) when Y(f) is compact and/is a map on an

interval. Much of the next theorem is not new; for instance, the fact that each

k e K(f) is a homeomorphism of e(X) onto itself is often stated as part of A. D.

Wallace's "swelling lemma," one version of which is quoted in [6, p. 15].

Theorem 3. Iff is F-compact and F(f)cC(X, X), then the fixed-point set J of

f2 is nonempty and connected. Either K(f) = {e}, in which case e(X)=J and e andf

are the identity on J, or K(f) = {k, e}. If K(f) = {k, e), then e(X) = k(X)=J, e is the

identity on J and k and f agree on J, and k and f are sense-reversing self-inverse

homeomorphisms ofJ onto J.

Proof. Since Y(f) is compact and T(f)<^C(X, X), T(f) is a compact semigroup

and has a kernel K(f). The kernel K(f) is a group and hence has a unit e; letting

X'=e(X) (eventually we shall show that X'=J), then e is the identity on A", since

e is idempotent. The kernel K(f) is a group of maps into X, so each k e K(f) is a

homeomorphism from X' onto A". The set A" is an interval since it is the contin-

uous image of X under e, so each k is either sense-reversing or sense-preserving on

A". If k is sense-preserving, then either k is the identity on A", in which case k is

a unit for the group and so k = e, or there is a nonempty interval r<= A" on which k

is a fixed-point free homeomorphism. We will prove that the latter case cannot

occur, as follows: since K(f) is a closed group, 0(k)cK(f) and T(k) = 0(k)*^K(f)

c F(f), and since T(f) is compact, T(k) is compact. If such a Y exists, then by

Lemma 2 the iterates of k must either diverge, in which case T(k) would not be

compact, or converge to function g e F(k)<^K(f) which is constant on Y<=X'. But

each element of K(f) is one-to-one on A", so no such g or y exists. Thus the identity

e is the only element of K(f) which is sense-preserving on A". If k and k' are sense-

reversing, then k * k' is sense-preserving and is a member of K(f), so k * k'=e.
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Thus the product of any two nonunit elements of K(f) is e, so there can be at most

one such element k. Thus either K(f)={e} or K(f)={e, k} where k is a self-inverse

sense-reversing homeomorphism on X'.

Since K(f) is an ideal of Y(f),f* e e K(f) so either/* e = e or K(f) = {e, k} and

f*e=k. The maps/and/* e agree on X',soiff*e = e then/(x)=e(x)=x and

/„(x) = x for all x e X' and all w. Thus iff*e = e, then £(/) = {e}, and if Kif) = {e, k},

then/* e = k. In the latter case/is a self-inverse sense-reversing homeomorphism

on X'. Now /2 * e is also a member of Kif), and since T(/) is abelian f2 * e =

(/*/) * (e * e) = (/* e) * (/* e). Since f*ee Kif) and g *g = e for all geK(f),

f2 * e = e and/2 agrees with e on X'. Thus/2 is the identity on X' and so A"cJ. If

w is a fixed point of/2, then it is also a fixed point of/2„ for all n and a fixed point

of any limit function g of {f2n}, which would be in Kif), so w eg(X) = e(X) = X'.

Thus 7C A" and so J= X', an interval, and hence J is connected.

We note that if K(J) = {e}, then the sequence of iterates of/converges to e; while

if K(f) = {e, k], the odd iterates of/converge to k and the even iterates converge to e.

In Theorem 1 we considered maps with no fixed point, and in Theorem 3 we

treated maps for which r(/)c C(A, X). Our next theorem, as promised, shows that

these two cases contain all the T-compact maps.

Theorem 4. If fis Y-compact and has a fixed point, then Yif)<=CiX, X).

Proof. In this proof we shall assume the falsity of the theorem, that is, that there

is a g e T(/) which is not in CiX, X), and then show that if/is T-compact and has

a fixed point such a g cannot exist. Since by assumption Y(f)<£C(X, X), Y(f) is

not a semigroup and the kernel used in Theorem 3 is not available. Thus we will

construct certain kernel-like elements from scratch; e will appear, along with the

"inverse" A of/2 * e, which, if Y(f) were a semigroup, would be e again.

Therefore we assume that there is a g e r(/)\C(A", X). Then for some zeX and

z0 e X*\Xwe have g(z) = z0. Since CiX, X*) is metrizable (see Lemma 1) there is a

sequence {/'„} of integers such that the sequence {/n} converges to g. Since 0(f)<=

CiX, X), g is not an iterate off, so the sequence {/'„} tends to infinity. Since the set

of differences of elements of {/'„} must be unbounded, and since by Lemma 1 any

sequence of iterates of/has a convergent subsequence, it is notationally tedious but

straightforward to produce sequences {/'„} and {kn} such that {/n} converges to an

element e of Y(f), {/n_2} converges to an element A of T(/), {fkJ converges to g,

and {jn + kn} is a subsequence of {/n}. Using the fact that all functions are in CiX, X*)

and are therefore continuous, and the fact that/+J=/ */, one is able to show that

when gix) e X, e(g(x))=gix); and that e(x) = A(/2(x)).

Since/has a fixed point, g must have the same one; it cannot be z, so g cannot

be constant. Let U=g(X) n X. Since g(X) is an interval containing z0 and g(X)\U^

X*\X, U is an interval and U contains a nonempty neighborhood having z0 as an

endpoint. If x e U, then x=g(y) for some y e X, so x=giy) = eigiy)) = eix); thus

e is the identity on U. For x e U, we have x=eix)=A(/2(x)), so/2 is one-to-one on U.
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Now f(X)^X so fn(X)czf2(X)<=f(X)^X for all n^2, and fn(X)*^f2(X)*^
f(X)*. Since z0 is a limit point of {/„(z)} and {/n} is unbounded, z0 efn(X)* for all n;

in particular, z0 ef2(X)*<=f(X)*. Now AT is an interval and z0 is one of its end-

points, while / is bounded away from z0 on any compact subset of X. Thus for z0

to be inf(X)*, either the point (z0, z0) is a limit point of the graph of/ or else X

has another "endpoint" z1; which may be +<x>, with (zu z0) a limit point of the

graph off. Similarly, either (z0, z0) or (zu z0) must be a limit point of the graph of

f2. If (z0, z0) is a limit point of the graph of/ then it will be a limit point of the graph

of/2 as well; but if (z0, z0) is not a limit point of the graph of/ (z1; z0) cannot be a

limit point of the graphs of both / and f2. Thus in either case (z0, z0) must be a

limit point of the graph of/2. Now/2 is one-to-one on U, z0 is an endpoint of U,

and (z0, z0) is a limit point of the graph of/2, therefore/2 is monotone on U and

\imx-,Zof2(x) = z0. Since i/must contain all fixed points of//2 has fixed points in U.

If z0 is a limit of fixed points of/2, then we claim that/2 must be the identity in a

neighborhood V of z0. For if/2 were not the identity, we could find w, and w2

arbitrarily close to z0 which are fixed points of/2 and are such that (wu w2) contains

no fixed point of/2. But then by Lemma 2 all the iterates off2 would converge to

either w, or w2, and any limit function would not be continuous. Thus if z0 is a

limit of fixed points of/2, then x=f2(x) when x is a member of some nonempty

neighborhood V having z0 as an endpoint, and f2(V)= V. If z0 is not a limit of

fixed points, then there is a fixed point w of/2 such that \w — z0\ is minimized. By

Theorem 2 we know that/2 is precompact, so if z0 is an upper endpoint of X, then

w <f(x) < x on (w, z0) — V, while if z0 is a lower endpoint of X, then w >f2(x) > x on

(z0, w)= V. In either of these cases, f2(V)= V. Thus whether z0 is a limit of fixed

points or not, we have the general conclusion that

\f2(x)-z0\ ^ \x-z0\

in a nonempty neighborhood F having z0 as an endpoint and for which f2(V)= V.

Therefore \f2n(x) — z0\ ä |x — z0| for all n and x e V.

Now consider the sequence {/„(z)} which by assumption converges to g(z) = z0.

Since each /„(z) e X, we can choose i,j,k from {z'J so that/(z),/(z),/c(z) are

members of V,i<j<k, and |/(z) —z0| > |/(z) —z0| > |/fc(z) —z0|. But of the three

numbers i,j, k, there must be a pair of them whose difference is even: say j—i=2n.

Then |/(z) —z0| > |/ + 2n(z) —zo|> and letting x=f(z) e V we have

|/2n(x)-z0| < |x-z0|.

But this directly contradicts our earlier finding; thus no sequence {/n(z)} can

converge to z0 e X*\X when/has a fixed point and is T-compact; thus for these

hypotheses we must have F(f)c:C(X, X).

Corollary 1. Iff is F-compact and F(f) d: C(X, X), then f has no fixed point and

the conclusions of Theorem 1 apply.
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The following summarizes Theorems 1, 3, and 4 giving a result analogous to the

results of Shields [12]:

Corollary 2. Iff is Y-compact, T(/) consists of Y(f) n C(A", X) plus possibly

a constant in A*\A".

Corollary 3 summarizes the first four theorems in terms of precompactness and

fixed points of/2. Theorem 5 in the next section is its converse.

Corollary 3. Iff is Y-compact, thenf2 is precompact and the fixed-point set J of

f2 is connected.

Proof. The map/2 is precompact by Theorem 2. If/has no fixed point, then by

Lemma 3 7 is empty and hence connected. If/has a fixed point, then by Theorem 4

Y(f)cC(X, X), so by Theorem 3 7 is connected.

A sufficient condition.

Theorem 5. 7//2 is precompact and the fixed-point set J off2 is connected, thenf

is Y-compact.

Proof. If 7 is empty, then Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 imply that/is T-compact if

and only if f2 is precompact. Thus we assume for the rest of the proof that 7 is

nonempty.

We shall prove that Y(f) is compact by showing that any sequence of all odd or

all even iterates off converges uniformly on each compact subset C of X. Thus

Kif) will have at most two elements, in accordance with Theorem 3.

We first prove that / is either the identity on 7 or a self-inverse sense-reversing

homeomorphism of 7, again conforming to Theorem 3. For if x e/(7), then

x=fiy) for some y eJ, so f¿x) =f2(f(y))=fif2iy))=fiy)=x, so x e7and/(7)^7.

Then 7=/2(7)=/(/(7))c/(7), so/(7)=7. Since fifix)) = x for each x eJ, we can

conclude that/is a self-inverse homeomorphism. If/ were sense-preserving and

f(x)^x for some xeJ, then x would be contained in an open interval (a, b)<^J

such that/was a fixed-point-free homeomorphism on (a, b). But then/2 would be

fixed-point free on (a, b) also, which contradicts the definition of 7.

We define an auxiliary function F on A (see Figure 2) to be the minimum

monotone function majorizing/to the left of 7, equal to/on 7, and the maximum

monotone function majorized by/to the right of 7. More formally, if x is below 7,

let p be the least element of J (which is closed), and define

Fix) = max {fiy) \x úy up);

if xeJ, let Fix) =/(x) ; and if x is above 7, let q be the greatest element of 7, and

define F(x) = min {fiy) \ qúyúx}. Then Fis nonincreasing on each component of

A"\7 and continuous on X. The graph .of F is indicated by the heavy line in

Figure 2.
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We denote by 7(x) whichever of the sets [x, Fix)] and [F(x), x] is nonempty. In

the remainder of the paragraph we show that for each x, the sets /(7(x)) and

Iifix)) are subsets of 7(x). When x e J it is clear that the three sets are equal. If

x $J, then either x<p, where p is the least element of 7, or x>q, where q is the

greatest element of 7. We will prove the inclusions when x<p; the arguments for

x>q are analogous. First we show that f(I(x))<= I(x). Since x<p and/(7)=7, it

follows that púf(p)ÚF(x). By Theorem 2 / is precompact, so/(x)>x. Thus if

y e I(x) there are three cases to consider: x^y<p,p^y^fip), and f(p)<y¿.F(x).

\fxúy<P, then/(j)>jèx and fiy) gF(y)ÚFix), so fiy) e 7(x). If púyúfip)

and fip)=p, then/(j)=je7(x). But if p^y^fip) and/(p)#p, then/must be

sense-reversing on 7, so it follows that 7 has a greatest element q with fip)=q and

7= [p,/(p)]c7(x). Thus y is a member of 7, so/(_y) e/(7)=7<=7(x). The third case

is more complicated. If f(p) < y S F(x) and f(p)=q, then since/is precompact,

fiy)<y; while iffip)=p, then fiy)=y for y eJandf(y)<y when_v <£7. Thus in the

third case we have/(_y)<;jzáF(x). Since Fis continuous and/(p)<j^F(x), there

is a z for which xázáp and/(z) = F(z)=jz, so fiy) =/(/(z)) =/2(z). Since/2 is

precompact,/2(z) ä z, &of(y)^z^x and fiy) e I ix). Thus/(7(x))c/(x). To show

that 7(/(x))'=7(x), we note that using F instead off as the basic function will leave

the sets 7(x) unchanged, so we have shown that F(I(x))^I(x). But then/(x) and

F(/(x)) are both in 7(x), so 7(/(x)) <=/(*).

Now we can consider the convergence of iterates on compact subsets of X. If

such a compact subset C of X is given, let Ci be a continuum containing C. The

set TXd) is also a continuum, so let C2 be the minimum continuum containing Cy

and FiCt). Then C2 = (J (7(x) | x e CJ, so since/(7(x))<=7(x) we have/(C2)<=C2.

Thus without loss of generality we may assume that C2 is the whole space; that is,

that Xis compact. Then 7 coincides with 7 n C2 and is thus a closed finite interval,

so we may write 7= [p, q].

Let an e>0 be given; we wish to determine an A such that if n, m>N then

l/2n(x)-/2m(x)| <e and |/2n + i(x)-/2m + 1(x)| <e for x e C<^C2. We will define a set

7£, containing 7 in its interior, such that if/2N(x) e Js for all x e C2, then all succes-

sive even iterates are within e of one another; the analogous condition will hold for

/2at + i(x) and the odd iterates. The definition of Js will differ for the cases (i) p<q,

and (ii) p=q. (i) When p<q, let e^min (e/2, (q—p)/2). Then since/2(p)=p and

f2iq)=q, we can choose a 8>0 such that |x—p|^8 implies |/2(x)— p|<£i and

\x—q\^8 implies |/2(x)— q\ <£,. Since p + 8 eJ, f2(p + 8) =p + 8 so 8<e1. Let

Jp=[p — 8,p-r-ij], 7„=[(7 — »b <7+8], and 7e = 7p u 7u 7„. Since/2(x)>x for x<p,

/ï(7p\7)c:/2([p — 8, p + 8])<=[p— 8, p + e!]=7p. This inclusion plus the fact that

y2(x) = x on 7 gives /2(7P) =/2(7p\7) u/2(7„ n 7)c7p u (7P n 7)=7„. In a similar

manner/2(7,)<=7Q, so/2(7e)<=7e. (ii) When p = <7, we can choose a 8>0 such that

o-^e/2 and |x—p|¿8 implies |F(x)—p| <e/2. Then |x—p|^8 implies 7(x)c

ip-e/2,p + e/2). Let7£ = 7(p-8) u 7(p + S). Then/(7£) =/(7(p-8)) vj/(7(p + 8))c

Iip-8) u I(p + 8)=Je, so/2(76)c:/(/£)c/£. Also if x,j e7£ then |x-j| <e.
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For either case, p<q or p=q, let UE = (p — 8,q+8). Since Ue is an open set

containing J and f(J)=J, Vs=f~1(Ue) n Ue is an open set containing J also, and

Je Ke<= US<^JS. Then C2\K£ is a compact set containing no fixed points of/2, hence

no fixed points off, so we can choose a A > 0 such that \f(x) — x\ ä A and |/2(x) — x\

S: A when x e C2\ Vs. Let L2 be the length of C2 and let L(x) be the length of I(x),

L(x) = | F(x) — x |. Then for x e C2 we have I(x) <= C2 so L2 ̂  L(x) ä 0. Since I(f(x)) «=

/(x), we know that L(f(x)) á L(x). In the following paragraphs we prove that for

all xeC2, either /2(x) e Je or else L(/2(x))^L(x) —A. Therefore if xeC2 and

N>L2/A, then f2N(x) must be in Je, for otherwise 0 £ L(f2N(x)) á L(x) — TV A <

L(x)—L2^0, a contradiction.

So let x e C2. If x e VE, then/(x) ef(VE)<= l^c^ and/2(x)c/2(yc)cy£. Thus if

/2(x) is not in Je, then x e C2\ Ve. There are two possibilities, either x<porx>q. We

shall prove that either/2(x) eje or L(f2(x))^L(x) — A when xe C2\Ve and x<p;

the proof for x>q is analogous. Since neither/(x) nor/2(x) is in 7, either may be

either below p or above q. If f(x)<p, then F(/(x))gf(x) and/(x)^x+A, so

L(f(x)) = f(/(x)) -/(x) ^ F(x) - (x + A) = L(x) - A, and L(/2(x)) è L(f(x)) Ú L(x) -A.

If f2(x)<p, then F(/2(x))^F(x) and/2(x)^x+A, so L(f2(x)) = F(f2(x))-f2(x)ú

F(x) — (x + A)=L(x) — A. The only remaining case is when/(x)><7 and/2(x)>i7.

Then/2(x) =/(/(x)) úf(x) - A and F(/2(x)) ^ ,F(/(x)), so L(/2(x)) =/2(x) - F(f2(x)) Ú

(f(x)-A)-F(f(x))=L(f(x))-A<,L(x)-A. Thus ifn^N>L2/A and x 6 C2, then

f2n(x) and/2n + 1(x) are members of Je.

In the case p=q, since f2(Js)cf(Je)c:zJe and |x—j| <e when x, yejs, it is clear

that once/2n(x) or/2n+1(x) is in Js, then all successive iterates are also, hence all

are within e of one another. Thus the sequence {/„} converges uniformly to p

when J={p}, and T(/) is compact.

If p<q, then/2N(x) eJe and f2N + 1(x) eJe for all x e C2. Let M denote either 2A/

or 2N+1. We have fM(x) eJe=Jv\JjKJjq. If/M(x) e /, then since J is the fixed-

point set of f2, f2*fM(x)=fM(x) and fM + 2i(x)=fM(x) for all i. Thus for

i,j>0, \fM + 2i(x)-fM + 2i(x)\=0<E. If fM(x)eJp, then since f2(Jp)^JP we have

/2i(^p)c^p for all i>0, fM + 2i(x)eJp. But if y,zeJv, then |j—z|<2£1^e, so

i',y>0 implies \fM + 2i(x) —/m + 2í(*)| <e- The same conditions hold if fM(x)eJq,

since f2(Jq)^Jq. Thus if n,m>N and x £ C2,  |/2n(^)—AmWl <e and

|/2n + l(*)-/2m + l(*)|   < e,

so the sequences of odd and even iterates of/converge uniformly on each compact

subset of X. Thus by Lemma 1 T(/) is compact and/is T-compact, so the proof is

complete.

Theorem 5 together with Corollary 3 yield the theorem quoted in the

introduction :

Theorem. The map f is T-compact if and only if f2=f * f is precompact and the

fixed-point set J off2 is connected.
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An alternative but somewhat less useful version of Theorem 5 is

Corollary 4. Iff is precompact and has a connected set of fixed points, and if

there is a "square root" map g such that g * g=f, then fis Y-compact.

Proof. By the theorem Y(g) is compact, and Y(f) is a closed subset of Y(g), so

T(/) is compact.

When T(/) is finite. If Y(f) is finite, then 0(f) must be finite, so fm =/n for

some m and n with n^m. Then Y(f) = 0(f) and so Y(f) is automatically a compact

semigroup. Since the iterates off are not distinct, by Theorem 1 the map/must

have a fixed point, so the conclusions of Theorem 3 apply, with e=f2N and

k=f2N + i for some TV. The method of proof of Theorem 5 can be adapted to the

following theorem.

Theorem 6. If X is bounded andf is Y-compact, then Y(f) is finite if and only if

there is a neighborhood V of J and a 8>0 such that f2(V)<^J and |/2(x) —x| ̂ 8 for

xeX\V.

Proof. Assume that f2 satisfies the conditions of the theorem. If 7 were empty,

then V would have to be empty also, and the bound S would force X to be un-

bounded; thus 7 must be nonempty. If there is no A>0 such that A^8 and

|/(x) — x| ^ A when xe X\V, then since Kis open and/has no fixed points outside

of V, X must have an endpoint z0 not in X such that (z0, z0) is a limit point of the

graph off. But then (z0, z0) would be a limit point of the graph of/2 as well, con-

tradicting the lower bound 8 for |/2(x)-x| when xe X\V. Thus we may take a

A > 0 as a lower bound on |/(x)-x| and |/2(x)-x| outside of V, let L2 be the length

of X, define Je=Ve= V, and apply the proof of Theorem 5 to obtain an TV such that

f2ÁX)^ V and/2N + 1(x)c: V. Then since/2(K)c/, it follows that/2N + 2(Af)c7 and

f2N + 3ÍX)<zJ. Since/2 is the identity on 7, for i^N we have/2i + 2=/2JV + 2 and

/2i + 3=/2w+3- Thus T(/) is finite.

Conversely, if Y(f) is finite then e =fN for some TV, so fN(X)=J. Let n be the least

integer such that/n(A)cy, and let Y=fn-AX); then 7<= 7, fiY)<=J, Y is an

interval, and T\7is nonempty. If A\7has only one component, or if both Af\7and

T\7 have two components, then since 7 is closed we can pick an open V such that

Je [/e Y, so fiV)<=J and/2(K)<=/. If Y\J has only one component and A\7 has

two, then 7= [p, q] and either p orq is an endpoint of 7\7; without loss of generality

we may assume it is q. Then there is an e > 0 such that [q, q + e] c Y, and we can

choose a 8>0 such that |x— p| S8 implies xe X and f(x) e [p — e,q + e]. If x e

[p — 8,p], then since/is precompact,/(x) six; thus fi[p—8,p])^[p —8, q + e]. Let

To = [p - 8, q + e] ; then /( Y0)^f([p - 8, p] u Y)<= Y0 u 7= Y0, so fn( Y0)q Y0 for

all ». Since Y(f) is finite and fN(X)=J, there is a least n such that /n(70)c/; if

n=l or 2, we can pick V= (p — 8, q + e) and we are done. If not, let T1=/n_2(T0),

which is a compact interval containing 7, so Ti = [p', q'] with p' ^p,q'^ q. The set

Yj\ Y cannot be empty since/(T)<=7, sop'<p; then we may pick V=ip',q + e)cz

Tu Ylt andMV)^f2iY) u/2(T0c^
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If C is a compact subset of X, then f2 is bounded away from the diagonal on

C\V, so the only problem arises if there is an endpoint z0 of X not in X such that

(z0, z0) is a limit point of the graph of/2. But in that case it is easy to construct a

sequence {x¡} tending to z0 such that xt$J and/2(xi) = xi_1, so that some f2n(x¡)

would not be in / for each n ; then T(f) would not be finite. Thus if T(f) is finite,

then f2 is bounded away from the diagonal on X\ V.

An example. We illustrate Theorems 3, 5, and 6 using the function / shown in

Figure 3. The map/is defined on (0, 5), J=[2, 3], and on J,f is symmetric with

respect to the diagonal. Thus / is a self-inverse homeomorphism of J. The exact

definition is /(x) = (l-(x-2)2)1,2 + 2 for 2^x^3. On (0,2] / is interpolated

between the bounding functions a and ß by a function r with range [0, If:

f(x) = <*(x)t(x)+¿S(x)[1 - t(x)],       t(x) = i(l + sin 5tt/x).

Figure 3
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The function t(x) equals 0 and 1 infinitely often for x near 0; it is difficult to graph

/there, so we have shaded the general area instead. The function a passes through

(0, 5) and ß through (0, 0), so the whole interval {(0, y) | 0^ y^ 5} is in the closure

of the graph off. On [3, 5)/is similarly interpolated between y and S:

f(x) = y(x)r(5 - X) + S(X)[1 - r(5 - x)]

and the interval {(5, y) \ Qúyú 5} consists of limit points of the graph.

a(x) = 3+i(x-2)2, ß(x) = x2/10 + x,

y(x) = 2-(2x-6)1/2,       S(x) = (5-x)2/10+ 10-x.

Figure 4 shows the function /2=/*/ We claim that/2 can have no fixed points

outside ofJ. If/2(x) = x, then letting y =f(x), since f(y) = x both the points (x, y)

and (y, x) must lie on the graph G off. Since (x, y) and (y, x) are symmetric with

respect to the diagonal, if we reflect G through the diagonal to obtain a set G', the

point (x, y) must lie in the intersection of G and G". Figure 5 shows G as a solid line,

Figure 4 Figure 5

G' as a dotted line. We see that the bounding functions a and y are symmetric with

respect to the diagonal, and that if (x, y) and (y, x) are both on G, one of them, say

(x, y), must lie on the graph of a, and the other on the graph of y ; thus

y - f(x) = a(x) = 3 +i(x-2)2,       x = f(y) - y(y).

On the other hand, if/(x) = a(x), then t(x)= 1 and sin 5t¡-/x= 1 ; similarly, if/(j) =

y(y), then r(5-y)= 1 and sin 5n/(5-y)= I. Thus x and y must satisfy

sin 5tt/x = 1,       y = 3+^(x-2)2,       sin 5tt/(5-^) = l.
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We show that this cannot occur outside of [2,3], as follows: if sin57r/x=l,

then 5-rr/x=2Trn+TT/2, and x= 10/(4/1+1). Similarly, if sin 5tt/(5 —y) = l, then

jz = 5-10/(4m+l) = 5-z. Then 3 + \(x-2)2=y= 5-zso 4x-x2 = 2z. Substituting

x= 10/(4«+1) and z= 10/(4m+1) gives the expression

2m = « + (3« + 2)/(8«-3).

The right-hand side is integral only when w=l, which gives x = 2 e [2, 3]. Thus/2

has no fixed points outside of 7. However, since/(x) equals a(x) infinitely often

near 0, and/(x) equals y(x) infinitely often near 5, G and G' get arbitrarily close

near (0, 5) and (5, 0) and share those limit points. Thus f2 would get arbitrarily

close to the diagonal near 0 and 5 even if the graph off was bounded away from

the diagonal outside of 7.

Since f2 has the fixed-point set [2, 3] and is thus precompact, we can apply

Theorems 3 and 5, which tell us that the odd iterates of/will converge to k and the

even iterates to e. Figures 6 and 7 show these functions, or at least a computer-

plotted approximation of them.

Figure 6

Figure 7

To apply Theorem 6 we would like to have X bounded, f2iV)<^J, and/2 bounded

away from the diagonal outside V. Of course X is bounded, and Figure 4 shows

that there is a Kfor which/2(K)c7, but/2 approaches the diagonal near 0 and 5,

so by Theorem 6, Y(f) will not be finite. But if we pick an x e (0, 2) such that

t(x)= 1, that is, x= 10/(4«+1) for some «, then 7(x) = [x, aix)] and/maps 7(x) into

itself. If we take A=7(x), then/2 is bounded away from the diagonal on X, T(/) is

finite by Theorem 6, and e=f2N, k=f2N+1 for some A. For A'=(0, 5), Y(f) is

infinite only because for large i, the maps f2i and e fail to agree for values very

close to 0 and 5.
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Applications to commuting functions. Two maps fgeC(X, X) are said to

commute if/* g=g */; that is, if f(g(x))=g(f(x)) for all x e X. A long-standing

conjecture was that commuting maps on a compact interval must have a fixed

point in common, but recent examples [2], [7] have shown that there need not be a

common fixed point unless additional restrictions are placed on / or g. Since the

examples are rather complicated, they give few clues as to how mild the restrictions

might be. Previous work has shown that if the maps are polynomials [11], [1], or if

one of them is full (f(U) is open when U is) [5], [8] or contracting [3], there must

be a common fixed point. If the functions are diflerentiable or have a finite number

of extrema, however, the problem is still open.

In [12] Shields considered the case where the space is the unit disc D and/and g

are commuting maps from D into D. He was able to show that if/ is analytic on

the interior of D, then/and g have a common fixed point. A key point in his proof

was that under such circumstances / must be T-compact. There seems to be a

common belief that Shields' results imply that commuting analytic functions on an

interval must have a common fixed point, but his methods are not applicable to

maps on the unit interval analytic on the interior since such maps need not be

T-compact. The question of whether such maps must have a common fixed point

is still undecided.

The present paper originated in an effort to apply Shields' topological semigroup

method to maps on the unit interval. The following conclusions are obtained; as

previously noted, they have little or no relevance to analyticity of the maps. For

completeness we first prove a lemma which is a special case of the results of

Folkman [5] and Joichi [8] on full maps.

Lemma A. If Y is a compact interval and f and g commute and map Y into Y, and

iffis a homeomorphism, then f and g have a common fixed point.

Proof. The map / is sense-reversing or sense-preserving; if the former / has

exactly one fixed point p. Since f(g(p))=g(f(p))=g(p), g(p) is also a fixed point of

p, so g(p)=p=f(p). If/is sense-preserving, let q be the greatest fixed point of the

map h=f* g=g */. Then if h(x) = x,f(x)=f(h(x))=f(g(f(x))) = h(f(x)), so/(x) is

a fixed point of h, and sof(q)=q. Then g(q)=g(f(q)) = h(q)=q.

Theorem 7. If fand g are commuting members of C(X, X), if X is compact, and

if the fixed-point set J of f2 is connected, then f and g have a common fixed point.

Proof. If xeJ, then g(x)=g(f2(x))=f2(g(x)), so g(J)<^J. We have previously

seen that /is a homeomorphism on /. Thus by Lemma 4,/and g have a common

fixed point in /, hence in X.

The generalization of Shields' theorem, Corollary 6, is equivalent by Lemma 1

to Corollary 5, which is similar to an announcement of Mitchell [10].

Corollary 5. If fand g are commuting members ofC(X, X), X is compact, and

the iterates of fare equicontinuous, then f and g have a common fixed point.
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Corollary 6. If fand g are commuting members of CiX, X), X is compact, and

f is Y-compact, then f and g have a common fixed point.

Proof. Apply Theorems 3 and 7.
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